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Is There Life After Death? For many, death is terrifying. We try to live as long as possible while
hoping that science will soon find a way to allow us to live, if not forever, then at least a very long
time. Whether we deny our mortality though literal or symbolic immortality or try to turn death into
something benign, our attempts fail us. But what if the real solution is not in denying death’s
reality, but in acknowledging it while enjoying a hope for a wonderful forever? Clay Jones, a
professor of Christian apologetics, explores the ways people face death and how these
“immortality projects” are unsuccessful, even destructive. Along the way, he points to the hope of
the only true immortality available to all—the truth that God already offers a path to our hearts’
deepest longing: glorious resurrection to eternal life. 

"Immortal is a deeply insightful treatment of a phenomenon many people haven't recognized: the
immortality project. I believe Christian readers will find Jones's book to be tremendously helpful,
not only for self-examination and cultural understanding but also for thoughtful engagement with
nonbelievers who are seeking meaning and purpose through such projects."--Melissa Cain
Travis, PhD, Houston Baptist University, author of Science and the Mind of the Maker"Immortal
is exactly what I have come to expect from Clay Jones--insightful, well-researched, and
convicting. This book is a game-changer for how Christians can think about the inevitability of
death with both hope and biblical clarity. If every Christian would read this book and take its
message to heart, it would transform how we relate to our nonbelieving friends and neighbors."--
Sean McDowell, PhD, Biola University professor, speaker, and author"Honest, hard-hitting,
unflinching--this book dares to tackle the uncomfortable topic of death but does so with
creativity, wisdom, grace, and hope. You'll cheer my friend Clay Jones for his insights,
compassion, and wit. But most importantly, you'll walk away grasping the only truth that can
ultimately save you."--Lee Strobel, bestselling author of The Case for Christ and The Case for
Faith"If you are a Christian leader and you want to see those in your care get truly serious about
their own faith and about spreading the gospel, Clay Jones has provided the perfect tool--
Immortal. In this utterly convincing and engaging study, Jones pulls back the black curtain to
reveal all the ways we attempt to suppress and avoid thinking about something that is more
certain than birth and taxes--death. Clear thinking about death inevitably leads to clear thinking
about sin and our desperate need for the Savior. Jones takes us down that path and leads us to
the joy that comes from knowing that we have eternal life through the resurrected Son of God.
Do everyone you know a great favor and get one of these books into their hands. It is accessible,
transformative, and a source of immense hope."--Craig Hazen, PhD, professor and director of
Christian Apologetics, Biola University, and author of Fearless Prayer"In Immortal, Clay Jones
examines our cultural interest in eternity and offers a reason why every Christian ought to



celebrate the hope we have in the promises of God."--J. Warner Wallace, Dateline-featured cold-
case detective, author of Cold-Case Christianity and God's Crime Scene and creator of the
Case Makers Academy for Kids"Thank God for Clay Jones's declaration and affirmation of what
God says about death and immortality. Very few people have the voice and clarity that Clay
brings on a subject that can bring the greatest anxiety or the greatest peace. We get to choose! I
am so excited that you have this book in your possession. Drink deep at this well of wisdom and
insight and sense and feel your fear of death swallowed by truth and faith."--Kenny Luck,
leadership pastor, founder of Every Man Ministries, and author of Dangerous Good"This is an
extraordinarily insightful book that I couldn't put down. No matter what you believe happens after
you die, this book will convict you that death is truly staring you in the face every day, and if you
don't confront that reality, you're living in denial. But it will also convict you that if you confront
death in Christ, there is nothing to fear--a perspective Christians often lose but desperately
need. I love this book!"--Natasha Crain, speaker and author of Keeping Your Kids on God's Side
and Talking with Your Kids About God"You should be dying to read this book. Actually, you're
dying regardless. That's why Immortal could be one of the most important books you'll ever read.
After revealing the fascinating but ultimately futile ways modern people are trying to secure their
immortality, Clay Jones brilliantly shows us what eternity will be like and how we can secure the
glorious future that awaits us. But Immortal isn't a book just about the eternity-- it will help you
live more fully right now. Highly recommended!"--Frank Turek, DMin, coauthor of I Don't Have
Enough Faith to Be an Atheist--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorClay
Jones (DMin) is an associate professor of Christian apologetics at Biola University and the
chairman of the board for Ratio Christi, an international university apologetics ministry.
Previously he hosted the nationally syndicated talk radio program Contend for Truth and served
on the pastoral staff of two large churches. Clay and his wife, Jean E., live in Southern
California.  --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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ENDORSEMENTSHonest, hard-hitting, unflinching—this book dares to tackle the
uncomfortable topic of death but does so with creativity, wisdom, grace, and hope. You’ll cheer
my friend Clay Jones for his insights, compassion, and wit. But most importantly, you’ll walk
away grasping the only truth that can ultimately save you.—Lee Strobel, bestselling author of
The Case for Christ and The Case for FaithImmortal is exactly what I have come to expect from
Clay Jones—insightful, well-researched, and convicting. This book is a game-changer for how
Christians can think about the inevitability of death with both hope and biblical clarity. If every
Christian would read this book and take its message to heart, it would transform how we relate to
our nonbelieving friends and neighbors.—Sean McDowell, PhD, Biola University professor,
speaker, and authorYou should be dying to read this book. Actually, you’re dying regardless.
That’s why Immortal could be one of the most important books you’ll ever read. After revealing
the fascinating but ultimately futile ways modern people are trying to secure their immortality,
Clay Jones brilliantly shows us what eternity will be like and how we can secure the glorious
future that awaits us. But Immortal isn’t a book just about the eternity— it will help you live more
fully right now. Highly recommended!—Frank Turek, DMin, coauthor of I Don’t Have Enough
Faith to Be an AtheistThis is an extraordinarily insightful book that I couldn’t put down. No matter
what you believe happens after you die, this book will convict you that death is truly staring you
in the face every day, and if you don’t confront that reality, you’re living in denial. But it will also
convict you that if you confront death in Christ, there is nothing to fear—a perspective Christians
often lose but desperately need. I love this book!—Natasha Crain, speaker and author of
Keeping Your Kids on God’s Side and Talking with Your Kids About GodIf you are a Christian
leader and you want to see those in your care get truly serious about their own faith and about
spreading the gospel, Clay Jones has provided the perfect tool—Immortal. In this utterly
convincing and engaging study, Jones pulls back the black curtain to reveal all the ways we
attempt to suppress and avoid thinking about something that is more certain than birth and taxes
—death. Clear thinking about death inevitably leads to clear thinking about sin and our
desperate need for the Savior. Jones takes us down that path and leads us to the joy that comes
from knowing that we have eternal life through the resurrected Son of God. Do everyone you
know a great favor and get one of these books into their hands. It is accessible, transformative,
and a source of immense hope.—Craig Hazen, PhD, professor and director of Christian
Apologetics, Biola University, and author of Fearless PrayerImmortal is a deeply insightful
treatment of a phenomenon many people haven’t recognized: the immortality project. I believe
Christian readers will find Jones’s book to be tremendously helpful, not only for self-examination
and cultural understanding but also for thoughtful engagement with nonbelievers who are
seeking meaning and purpose through such projects.—Melissa Cain Travis, PhD, Houston
Baptist University, author of Science and the Mind of the MakerIn Immortal, Clay Jones
examines our cultural interest in eternity and offers a reason why every Christian ought to



celebrate the hope we have in the promises of God.—J. Warner Wallace, Dateline-featured cold-
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Case Makers Academy for KidsThank God for Clay Jones’s declaration and affirmation of what
God says about death and immortality. Very few people have the voice and clarity that Clay
brings on a subject that can bring the greatest anxiety or the greatest peace. We get to choose! I
am so excited that you have this book in your possession. Drink deep at this well of wisdom and
insight and sense and feel your fear of death swallowed by truth and faith.—Kenny Luck,
leadership pastor, founder of Every Man Ministries, and author of Dangerous GoodWith both an
insightful mind and a compassionate heart, Clay Jones speaks with a prophetic voice against
the idols of our time and the spirit of the age. This is a fascinating, powerful book about our deep
longing for immortality, the fear of death, and misguided human attempts to overcome death or
to trivialize its sting. This book repeatedly points us to the good news of the gospel—that Jesus
Christ is able to rescue us from the kingdom of darkness and death and that he has graciously
provided a sure way to everlasting life with the redeemed in God’s unfading, glorious presence.—
Paul Copan, Pledger Family Chair of Philosophy and Ethics, Palm Beach Atlantic University and
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PublisherPREFACEThis book is about the fear of death, about how humans outside of Christ—
and all too often, even those in Christ—try to manage that fear, and about how you, dear
Christian, can be free of the fear of death because you enjoy the abundant, glorious eternity that
awaits all who trust in Jesus. I think you’ll find this discussion about how people deal with death
insightful, even fascinating, as you discover how the fear of death explains much of what we do
and most of our culture. In fact, it explains most of every culture on earth. The last three chapters
will focus on the reason for and the wonder of the Christian’s hope—the glory of eternal life in
Jesus—and how we may enjoy that hope. No one has to fear death, and this book will help you
conquer your own fear, give you greater joy and peace, and will help you glory in—revel in—
what God has planned for your supremely joyous eternity.AudienceI have written this book for
the Christian—the reflective layperson, pastor, counselor, professor, and apologist. I’ve written it
for the Christian so I don’t have to spend much time arguing for what the Christian already
regards as true. If I didn’t do that, this would be a much longer book.StyleThose who are already
familiar with my teaching know I can be direct, even blunt (but hopefully, always loving). I’ll
continue that in this book. I’m also a kidder, and I came by that the old-fashioned way: my father,
brother, and I kidded each other a lot (mostly good-naturedly). At the publisher’s request, there is
no coarse language in the book. Instead, I replaced offensive words with other words in brackets
or eliminated them with ellipses. As I did in Why Does God Allow Evil?, I’m going to continue
capitalizing divine pronouns. Also, if I quote an author several times in the same paragraph but
all the quotes are from the same page, then only the last occasion in that paragraph will have an



endnote so I can avoid having to use even more endnotes than already exist.ScopeExcept for
discussing some aspects of Eastern religions, I’m not going to talk about how adherents of other
religions cope with death, since the failures of those projects are answered by showing those
religions to be false through typical apologetic argument. Rather, this book will do two things.
First, it examines secular attempts to overcome the fear of death and how these secular
attempts fail. Second, it presents the evidence for, and the nature of, the hope for eternal life for
those who trust in Jesus and explains how to enjoy that hope.StructureThe introduction will
discuss how I came to this study, will define key terms, and will explain how this knowledge
helps the Christian. Then in chapter 1, I will examine the desperation of the human condition and
how all people, save those with a robust view of eternal life in Jesus, are terrified by their deaths.
Chapter 2 reviews how people seek literal immortality—namely, many people today are literally
striving to live forever through healthful living, transhumanism, and cryonics. Chapter 3 reviews
how people seek symbolic immortality by creating a name for themselves, creating a legacy,
having children, being politically active, or doing something (really anything) that will cause
future generations to remember them. Chapter 4 reviews how atheists strive to make themselves
feel good, or at least okay, about their deaths. Chapter 5 explains the ultimate failure of all
secular attempts to eliminate the fear of death and how this fear leads to denial, distraction,
depression, drugs, mental illness, suicide, and societal collapse. In chapter 6, I change direction
by arguing the evidence for the resurrection of Jesus, which is the basis for the Christian hope of
eternal life. Chapter 7 presents steps for how Christians can revel in their hope of eternal life
secured by Jesus’s resurrection. Chapter 8 concludes by explaining the wonder of the
Christian’s hope—their eternal glorification.INTRODUCTIONWhen I was in grade school, my
parents worried that I was going to die. That’s because I was sick a lot. Once I had rheumatic
fever, and over the years there was often a vaporizer in my bedroom, but most of all, my heart
didn’t sound right. I was four or five years old when I first heard a doctor say I had a “heart
murmur.” At swimming lessons, the instructor would put his hand on my chest to feel my pulse
and report back to my mother. My mom and dad regularly would do the same. On one occasion,
the instructor told my mom my heart was “beating like a trip-hammer.” I didn’t know what that
was, but the meaning was unmistakable: something was wrong with my heart. During the
entirety of the third grade, I was forbidden to run, which meant I had to sit and watch my friends
play. My parents often looked worried. I remember the doctor’s office where I got a physical so
my parents could take out a life insurance policy on me. That was significant even in my eight-
year-old mind. Eventually the doctors told my parents I could run again, but that didn’t stop their
worry.Then when I was 15, a 16-year-old friend of mine got cancer. I was a Christian by this time,
and I prayed for him regularly, but a year later, he died. That’s when the horror hit me. I’d find a
lump and fear it was the beginning of the end. My doctor assured me it was just a swollen gland,
but then there’d be another lump, or something odd, and the fears would start anew. Most
parents would do everything possible to shield their child from experiencing all this, but I thank
God I went through it! During that time, I was also growing in Christ, and I learned that to be



happy, I had to trust in Jesus. As I increasingly understood the glory that awaits us in heaven
forever, I found that the fear of death diminished until the fear of being dead no longer troubled
me.Let me bring you now to the present day. I’m not a morning person—I’ve often kidded, “I’d
wake up to see the sunrise if it didn’t come so early in the morning”—but recently I woke early in
my dark bedroom, and while staring at the ceiling and thinking about death, it occurred to me
that the thought of my death didn’t bother me. As I thought further about it, I realized that the
thought of my death didn’t bother me at all. It didn’t bother me any more than thinking that I
needed to turn on the sprinklers. I was comforted that it didn’t bother me, but I know the thought
of death frightens people. In fact, although many won’t admit it, death frightens everyone unless
they have a robust view of the glorious eternal life that is available in Jesus. That doesn’t mean I
don’t have a healthy fear of suffering—suffering is suffering, after all. I tell my classes, “You can
believe this or not,” but I no longer fear my being dead. Neither do you have to fear your death.
The kingdom of God is truly the pearl of great price and the treasure in the field. And now I see
death as a graduation. An upgrade. As Paul puts it in Philippians 1:21, “To die is gain.” You too
can enjoy that!While completing the research for my last book, Why Does God Allow Evil?, I
came upon A Brief History of Thought by Parisian philosopher Luc Ferry. Ferry writes that the
human “knows that he will die, and that his near ones, those he loves, will also die.
Consequently he cannot prevent himself from thinking about this state of affairs, which is
disturbing and absurd, almost unimaginable.”1 That people fear death isn’t news to me, but I am
surprised that Ferry says, “The quest for a salvation without God is at the heart of every great
philosophical system, and that is its essential and ultimate objective.”2 Even though I majored in
philosophy, I had never heard anything like that, and I wondered if Ferry is right. So I started
reading what the famous philosophers had to say about death, and sure enough, he is. Much of
philosophy is about how to conquer the fear of death. For now, I’ll give just one example. In his
Phaedo, Plato (428/427–348/347 BCE), arguably the most famous and influential philosopher of
all time, tells about the last hours before the death of his teacher Socrates (ca. 470–399 BCE).
Plato writes that Socrates said, “Truly then… those who practice philosophy aright are cultivating
dying, and for them, least of all men, does being dead hold any terror.”3 Later in the Phaedo,
Socrates said, “Practicing philosophy in the right way” is “in fact, training to die easily.”4 Later I’ll
give more examples of philosophers who say that the fear of death drives philosophy.I knew
nonbelievers feared hell, but I didn’t realize the extent to which they feared death. This led me to
hunt for how people handle death without Jesus. I read (and watched) what the new and old
atheists thought about how to feel good, or at least feel okay, about death. I then read what
secular psychologists, anthropologists, sociologists, and self-help gurus said about how to feel
good about death. Fascinating! There’s a tremendous amount written about how people try to
transcend their deaths—to in some way deny that they are going to die. In fact, as you’ll see,
many social scientists now argue that the fear of death drives all of culture—all of it. These social
scientists say there wouldn’t be any cultural advancement whatsoever if people weren’t afraid of
death. I don’t go that far—people are more complex than that—but certainly much of what



people do on earth is to somehow deny or transcend their deaths.Christians shouldn’t be
surprised that non-Christians fear death because Hebrews 2:14-15 (NIV) tells us Jesus died for
us so “that by his death he might break the power of him who holds the power of death—that is,
the devil—and free those who all their lives were held in slavery by their fear of death.” Let me
emphasize this: the Bible tells us that “all their lives,” people are “held in slavery by their fear of
death”! Thankfully, freedom from the fear of death is available through Jesus—only through
Jesus—who gives eternal life to those who trust Him. Since Scripture is plain about this, we
should then expect that nonbelievers would devise strategies and philosophical systems to
attempt to free themselves from their fear of death. As I understood all these strategies, a lot of
human behavior made more sense to me. I hope you will find it as fascinating as I have.Also
fascinating and encouraging was something I never expected: many secularists agree, some in
the most glowing terms, that Christianity offers the best possible answer to death. Philosopher
Stephen Cave writes that reconciling our mortality with our desire to live forever is something
“Christianity achieved spectacularly well, with enormous consequences for the development of
Western civilization.”5 As Sam Harris tells an atheist conference in Australia, “There’s no other
story you can tell somebody who has just lost her daughter to cancer, say, to make her feel
good. You know it is consoling to believe that the daughter was just taken up with Jesus and
everyone is going to be reunited in a few short years. There’s no replacement for that.”6 Of
course, Harris goes on to reject the truth of Christianity, but he agrees that if Christianity were
true, then it does answer our deepest need.Although Christians are inheritors of true, glorious,
literal immortality, often they take little comfort in it. Why? There are three main reasons. First,
many Christians don’t know the amazing evidence for the resurrection of Jesus. If we don’t have
confidence that Jesus was raised from the dead, then how can we have confidence that we will
likewise be raised? Second, and related to the first, the overwhelming majority of Christians are
hedging their bets and investing themselves in various secular immortality projects and the
recognition that these projects are doomed to fail saddens them. Finally, few Christians have a
robust view of the glory that awaits them forever. That’s why this book concludes with a
presentation of what the Scripture teaches about the eternal glory. As we study the futility of
secular attempts to transcend death, please keep in mind, dear Christian, that we are going to
live forever!Definition of TermsHeaven. By “heaven,” I mean our future eternal state of supreme
enjoyment of the Creator, each other, and His creation. For the purpose of this book, I’m not
taking a position on whether we’ll be in the new heavens or on the new earth, whether heaven
will be on earth, or whether “new heavens and new earth” is a merism for all things, and so
on.Immortality project. Immortality projects are attempts to, in some way, live forever. There are
two types of immortality projects: literal (examined in chapter 2) and symbolic (examined in
chapter 3). Secularists would classify Christianity as just another immortality project, but as I will
argue in chapter 6, Jesus really was raised from the dead, so when I use “immortality project,”
I’m not referring to Christianity. It is important to note, however, that many—maybe most—
Christians also employ secular immortality projects to give them a sense of transcending their



deaths without God.Mortality mitigating project. By “mortality mitigating project,” I mean the
naturalist’s attempt to make death into something that isn’t so bad. I differentiate this from
“immortality projects” because many atheists reject the idea that one can be immortal. Chapter 4
examines mortality mitigating projects and their ultimate failure.Materialism. Materialism is the
belief that nothing exists beyond matter. The universe is solely made up of material stuff.
Therefore, the materialist believes you don’t have a soul because a soul is nonmaterial. Like
naturalists, materialists reject belief in God because God isn’t material stuff (Christians believe
“God is spirit”; John 4:24).Metaphysics. Metaphysics is the study of the real, fundamental nature
of things. Therefore, a metaphysician examines whether there is a God, because if there is a
God who created the universe, then nothing could be more fundamental to the universe than
that.Naturalism. Naturalism is the belief that nature is all there is. Naturalists therefore believe
there is no God and nothing caused the universe. Astronomer Carl Sagan (1934–96) famously
writes for the opening sentence of his book Cosmos, “The cosmos is all that is or ever was or
ever will be.”7 We apologists like to point out that this statement has nothing whatsoever to do
with science—it’s a philosophical statement.How This Knowledge Helps UsI found this study
helpful in the following ways. First, understanding immortality projects identifies and explains the
allegiance to today’s false gods. This understanding then explains much of why secularists
behave as they do and why non-Christians—and too often Christians—cling to these false gods:
these immortality projects, these counterfeit gods or idols, are an ersatz salvation from death.
This perspective provides a different way of thinking about an age-old problem and will allow
Christians to better identify these false gods.Second, understanding the futility of secular
immortality projects and mortality mitigation projects encourages non-Christians and Christians
to abandon these projects and turn to the only One who can give them eternal life.Third—and
this surprised me—understanding how non-Christians fear death gave me a greater compassion
for the lost. I never dreamed that understanding the lost’s futile attempts to obtain self-worth and
immortality without God would increase my compassion for them, but that’s what happened.
Non-Christians aren’t just sinful; they’re desperate—desperate to escape their impending
demise. Let’s help them understand the wonder of the eternal life available in Jesus!Fourth,
understanding how the fear of death drives us aids in the development of a correct psychology
and anthropology. Many psychologists and anthropologists are now convinced that the fear of
death explains why humans do what they do. Also, depression abounds, as do psychoses and
schizophrenias, and many secular psychologists argue that psychosis and schizophrenia occur
precisely because a person is afraid of death. We’ll talk about that in chapter 6.Fifth,
understanding how people cope with their fear of death explains much about what motivates
human evil—namely, murder, mass shootings, and genocide. Also, Christians who put any
confidence in their failed attempts to obtain a sense of immortality without God will always hurt
others.Sixth, understanding what motivates lost family members, friends, coworkers, and
everyone else helps us better know how to help them.Seventh, and most importantly, this book
will help you, dear Christian, pursue the glorious immortality available through Jesus so you can



be comforted by and revel in your possession of eternal life. There is no greater problem for
Christians than being consumed by a this-worldly salvation instead of having a robust,
unremitting, joyous appreciation of the supreme happiness that awaits them in heaven forever.
This is the focus of the last three chapters of this book.1The Human ConditionHumans fear
death. But it’s even worse than that. Hebrews 2:15 tells us that “all their lives,” the lost are “held in
slavery by their fear of death.” That’s clear, right? Christian philosopher and mathematician
Blaise Pascal (1623–62) sums up the human condition in his Pensées: “Let us imagine a number
of men in chains, and all condemned to death where some are killed each day in the sight of
others, and those who remain see their own fate in that of their fellows, and wait their turn,
looking at each other sorrowfully and without hope. It is an image of the condition of men.”1
Thankfully, Pascal was a sincere Christian. After he died, a servant found this message sewed
into Pascal’s favorite jacket: “‘Righteous Father, the world has not known You, but I have known
You…’ Joy, joy, joy, tears of joy… ‘This is eternal life, that they know you, the one and true God,
and the one whom you have sent, Jesus Christ.’”2 Pascal indeed found the cure for the human
condition: it’s in Jesus!The oldest-known fiction, The Epic of Gilgamesh (ca. 2100 BCE), is about
King Gilgamesh, who was on a fevered quest to find eternal life: “How can I rest, how can I be at
peace? Despair is in my heart…I am afraid of death.”3 About this fear of death, Stanford
emeritus professor of psychiatry Irvin D. Yalom, in his book Staring at the Sun: Overcoming the
Terror of Death, writes, “Gilgamesh speaks for all of us. As he feared death, so do we all—each
and every man, woman, and child. For some of us the fear of death manifests only indirectly,
either as generalized unrest or masqueraded as another psychological symptom; other
individuals experience an explicit and conscious stream of anxiety about death; and for some of
us the fear of death erupts into terror that negates all happiness and fulfillment.”4Psychology
professors Sheldon Solomon, Jeff Greenberg, and Tom Pyszczynski write that if humans had an
“ongoing awareness of their vulnerability and mortality,” they would be “twitching blobs of
biological protoplasm completely perfused with anxiety and unable to effectively respond to the
demands of their immediate surroundings.”5 Similarly, sociologist and philosopher Zygmunt
Bauman (1925–2017) writes, “There is hardly a thought more offensive than that of death; or,
rather, the inevitability of dying; of the transience of our being in the world.”6 Bauman continues,
“The horror of death is the horror of the void” and is “bound to remain, traumatic.”7When I was an
undergrad in the mid-1970s, I heard often of the work of psychiatrist Elisabeth Kübler-Ross
(1926–2004). In 1969, she wrote the groundbreaking, now famous, On Death and Dying: What
the Dying Have to Teach Doctors, Nurses, Clergy and Their Own Families. There Kübler-Ross
explains what she calls “the five stages of death and dying”: denial, anger, bargaining,
depression, and acceptance. She says that if they live long enough, all terminally ill patients will
sooner or later experience each of these stages of grief, ultimately accepting that one day they
will die.It interested me to learn that people came to acceptance about their deaths. I thought
that meant the terminally ill became okay with their dying. I concluded this because Kübler-Ross
writes that the terminally ill “will reach a stage during which he is neither depressed nor angry



about his ‘fate.’” But she explains that “acceptance should not be mistaken for a happy stage. It is
almost void of feelings.”8 Wait, “void of feelings”? As in numb? When not referring to the physical
body, numb means “unable to think, feel, or react normally because of something that shocks or
upsets you: indifferent.”9 That’s not good!In her 1969 book, Kübler-Ross calls the belief in life
after death a form of denial—specifically, “religious denial.”10 But after hearing patients talk
about their “near death experiences,” Don Lattin in SFGate reports, Kübler-Ross began “making
headlines with the claim that she had ‘hard data’ proving the existence of life after death.” She
even opened her own Shangri-la called “Shanti Nilaya,” in which participants joined séances and
then entered dark rooms to have sex with “afterlife entities” (or at least someone who talked like
an afterlife entity—in the heat of passion, it might be hard to tell).11 Lattin continues, “Suddenly,
the woman who told America to look death squarely in the face was saying, ‘Death does not
exist.’” Wow. The psychiatrist who became famous for teaching the world about accepting death
concluded that death does not exist. After Kübler-Ross had several strokes, Lattin reports that
she “doesn’t miss a beat when asked which of the five stages of death she finds herself in at the
moment. ‘Anger.’”12 It is documented that at the end of her life, she accepted that she would die,
but that was because she claimed to “know beyond a shadow of a doubt that there is no death
the way we understood it. The body dies, but not the soul.”13 Thus the famous instructor of how
humans should handle death decided that she herself would never die.The late Harvard
philosopher William James (1842–1910) puts it well: “Back of everything is the great spectre of
universal death, the all-encompassing blackness.”14 James continues, “The fact that we can
die, that we can be ill at all, is what perplexes us; the fact that we now, for a moment live and are
well is irrelevant to that perplexity.” Even when everything in our lives is going well, James says
that for most of us, “a little irritable weakness…will bring the worm at the core of all our usual
springs of delight into full view, and turn us into melancholy metaphysicians.”15 Metaphysicians
indeed! Because of the specter of death, James also turned to séances and other occult
experiences in a scientific search for life after death, but all he succeeded in was damaging his
reputation while becoming a ghost hunter.16 However, James was right that the thought of death
drives us to think about the big picture. It forces us to ask the important questions. The specter of
death compels everyone to seek some salvation—thankfully in Jesus, that salvation comes! As
Paul puts it in Romans 2:7, “To those who by patience in well-doing seek for glory and honor and
immortality, he will give eternal life.”Denial of the Fear of DeathEven though many psychologists,
anthropologists, philosophers, and, most importantly, Scripture tell us that humans fear death, if
you ask people if they fear their own deaths, most will say no. When I’ve told people that I’m
writing about how humans respond to the fear of death, some announce, “I don’t fear death!” I’ve
concluded that these people are somewhat honest because most people don’t think about their
deaths. In fact, they don’t think about their deaths at all. Of course, they will acknowledge in the
abstract that one day they will die, but then they go happily back to not thinking about their
deaths. But when they find a lump, have a chest pain, or receive a positive result on a blood test,
their fear of death towers in front of them and won’t leave the room.Solomon, Greenberg, and



Pyszczynski document how facing death influences people. In 1987, they began “conducting
studies in which one (experimental) group of participants was reminded of their mortality, and
another (control) group was not.”17 They “reminded” the experimental group of death to see how
the participants would respond in various situations. For example, they tested court judges to
see how they changed their sentencing when asked to “jot down, as specifically as you can,
what you think will happen to you as you physically die, and when you are physically dead.” All
the judges were given a fictitious case of a prostitute. Those judges who didn’t consider their
own deaths before their judgment imposed an average bond of $50, which was typical at that
time. But those who did consider their deaths imposed an average punitive bond of $455! In
another study, those reminded of death “tripled the monetary reward people recommended for
someone who reported a dangerous criminal to the police.”18 As of the publication of their book
in 2015, Solomon, Greenberg, and Pyszczynski report that “more than five hundred studies and
counting” reveal how people are affected by the “terror” of “the knowledge of the inevitability of
death.”19How the Fear of Death Drives Human BehaviorBut whether we admit our fear or deny
it, the fear of death drives us. As Elisabeth Kübler-Ross and grieving expert David Kessler put it,
“It all boils down to the fear of death, arguably the cause of most of our unhappiness. We
unknowingly harm our loved ones out of fear; we hold ourselves back personally and
professionally for the same reason. Since every fear has its roots in the fear of death, learning
how to relax about the fear surrounding death will allow us to face everything with greater
ease.”20As I mentioned in the introduction, social scientists increasingly conclude that the fear
of death drives all human behavior. In 1973, cultural anthropologist Ernest Becker (1924–74)
published his seminal and Pulitzer Prize–winning book The Denial of Death. In it, Becker writes
that “the idea of death, the fear of it, haunts the human animal like nothing else: it is the
mainspring of human activity—activity designed largely to avoid the fatality of death, to
overcome it by denying in some way that it is the final destiny of man.”21 Later Becker says, “All
culture, all man’s creative life-ways, are in some basic part of them a fabricated protest against
natural reality, a denial of the truth of the human condition, and an attempt to forget the pathetic
creature that man is.”22 Similarly, philosopher Stephen Cave writes in Immortality: The Quest to
Live Forever and How It Drives Civilization, “I aim to show how we, like all living things, are driven
to pursue life without end; but also how we, alone of living things, have in the process created
spectacular civilizations, with stunning artworks, rich religious traditions and the material and
intellectual achievements of science.” “All of this,” writes Cave, is because people are following
“paths that promise immortality.”23 Zygmunt Bauman states, “There would probably be no
culture were humans unaware of their mortality.”24Similarly, Solomon, Greenberg, and
Pyszczynski declare in The Worm at the Core, “The awareness that we humans will die has a
profound and pervasive effect on our thoughts, feelings, and behaviors in almost every domain
of life—whether we are conscious of it or not.”25 They continue,The terror of death has guided
the development of art, religion, language, economics, and science. It raised the pyramids in
Egypt and razed the Twin Towers in Manhattan. It contributes to conflicts around the globe. At a



more personal level, recognition of our mortality leads us to love fancy cars, tan ourselves to an
unhealthy crisp, max out our credit cards, drive like lunatics, itch for a fight with a perceived
enemy, and crave fame, however ephemeral, even if we have to drink yak urine on Survivor to
get it.26Then they add, “The fear of death is one of the primary driving forces of human
action.”27This striving to cope with the meaning of life and mortality is what Ecclesiastics is all
about. As Duane A. Garrett writes, “Ecclesiastes could be accurately described as a report on
the failed quest for eternal life.”28 In the next three chapters, I will examine the contortions and
circumlocutions, the suppressions and succumbings that occur as people attempt to cope with
their deaths without hope in Jesus. Chapter 2 will examine literal immortality projects—how
many strive to literally live forever. Chapter 3 will examine symbolic immortality projects—how
most of us strive to accomplish things that will survive our physical deaths. Then in chapter 4, I
will examine mortality mitigating projects—how naturalists attempt to philosophize death into
something that is either good or at least not so bad.2Literal Immortality ProjectsOne way to deny
death is to strive to live literally forever, and today many people engross themselves in literal
immortality projects. I suspect, however, that if you asked people if they were trying to live
forever, few would admit it because it would be embarrassing if it didn’t work out. But down deep,
many hope that if we keep our bodies healthy enough through proper diet and exercise, and if
we live long enough, medical science will one day do what it was always supposed to do: find a
cure to everything that might kill us, and then we can coast to immortality! Thus many obsess
over exercise, eating enough healthy foods, and avoiding unhealthy foods. If medical science is
delayed in curing everything that might kill us, then we might employ some stopgap measures—
like being cryonically preserved (aka frozen stiff)—until science no longer disappoints.Healthful
Living and Medical ScienceThe Ancient StrivingSeeking to physically live forever is nothing new.
The first emperor of China, Qin Shi Huang (259–210 BCE), builder of China’s Great Wall, “had
everything,” as Jonathan Clements put it, “yet was plagued by signs of his own mortality.”1 In
fact, the first emperor refused to believe it: “As he entered his forties, his mid-life crisis
manifested itself in extreme ambition. He had already done the impossible by conquering the
world, so how hard would it be to conquer death?”2 To conquer death, he sent thousands of
young boys and girls in search of the elixir of eternal life, and he himself traveled long distances
by sea and climbed mountains in the search.3 He also ordered his scholars to solve the
problem, and when he realized the scholars were stalling, unable to present him with a life
everlasting elixir, he had 460 of them buried alive.4 The emperor was not to be trifled with. Some
even suspect that one of his attempted elixirs was mercury based and probably killed him.5In
1645, philosopher René Descartes (1596–1650) told an English nobleman, “The preservation of
health has always been the principal end of my studies.” Descartes devoted himself to the
medical prolongation of his life. His friends were shocked when he died of pneumonia at only
age 54.6Sadness over Being Born Too SoonOn seeing the first ascent of the Montgolfier
brothers’ hot air balloon from the Tuileries Palace in 1783, the octogenarian Maréchale de
Villeroy, a noblewoman of the ancien régime, fell on her knees and sobbed, “Yes it is decided,



now it is certain. They will eventually find the secret of eternal life but I will already be dead!”7
Even Benjamin Franklin rued that he was born too early. In 1780, Franklin wrote to Joseph
Priestley,The rapid Progress true Science now makes, occasions my Regretting sometimes that
I was born so soon. It is impossible to imagine the Height to which may be carried in a 1000
Years the Power of Man over Matter…All Diseases may by sure means be prevented or cured,
not excepting even that of Old Age, and our Lives lengthened at pleasure even beyond the
antediluvian Standard.8Born Soon Enough?Today, however, many people happily believe that
they weren’t born too soon to escape death. They hope that medical advancements, like stem
cell research and nanobots, will give them a much longer, if not immortal, life. As the first
Facebook president, Sean Parker, boasts, “Because I’m a billionaire, I’m going to have access to
better healthcare… I’m going to be like 160 and I’m going to be part of this, like, class of immortal
overlords.”9 Similarly, 45-year-old Bulletproof Coffee founder and biohacker advocate, David
Asprey, claims to have spent $1 million on a quest to live to 180. To accomplish this, he has bone
marrow extracted from his hips and then has the stem cells filtered out and injected into every
joint in his body, his spinal cord, and his cerebral fluid. He intends to do this twice a year. He also
“takes 100 supplements a day, religiously follows a low-carb, high fat diet, bathes in infrared
light, chills in a cryotherapy chamber, and relaxes in a hyperbaric oxygen chamber.”10In a TED
talk, British researcher Aubrey de Grey said that “the first human beings who will live to 1,000
years old have already been born.”11 Futurist and Inventor Hall of Fame inductee Ray Kurzweil
and antiaging physician Terry Grossman ask in Fantastic Voyage: Live Long Enough to Live
Forever, “Do we have the knowledge and the tools today to live forever?” They write, “The
answer to our question is actually a definitive yes—the knowledge exists, if aggressively applied,
for you to slow aging and disease processes to such a degree that you can be in good health
and good spirits when the more radical life-extending and life-enhancing technologies become
available over the next couple of decades.”12Whole Foods Markets are full of such
hopefuls.Sociologist and philosopher Zygmunt Bauman put in perspective our quest to live a
very long time—if not forever. “Modernity did not conquer mortality,” writes Bauman. “Having
failed to achieve the ultimate, it zeroed in its effort instead on second best solutions and
surrogate targets…It replaced the big worry about survival with many small—manageable—
worries about the assorted causes of dying.”13 Now, writes Bauman, “one need no more stand
idle waiting for impending doom. One can do something, something ‘reasonable’ and ‘useful.’”14
Mortality has been deconstructed “into an infinite series of individual causes of death, and of the
struggle against death into an infinitely extendable series of battles against specific diseases.”15
Frequently at the end of an obituary, we’ll see “In lieu of flowers, give to the American Cancer
Society,” or the American Heart Society, or whatever organization the now dead person hoped
would cure the thing that killed them.Not long ago I attended a reunion with some friends, and
several of them passed around a 600-plus-page hardbound volume entitled How to Not Die:
Discover the Foods Scientifically Proven to Prevent and Reverse Disease. This book lists the 15
major causes of death—heart disease, lung disease, brain disease, digestive cancers, and so on



—and gives dietary guidelines for avoiding each of them. Trying to implement the 600-plus
pages will keep you busy, and it makes your mortality manageable—sort of. Over the years,
Jean E. and I have known some people with whom every conversation eventually turned to
which foods were healthy and which were not. We’ve heard about colon cleanses, the perils of
genetically modified organisms (GMOs), juice fasts, exercise routines, what hygiene products to
use or avoid, and on and on and on and on. Of course, not all of this is bad—some of these
things are helpful to living a healthy life—but for some, it becomes all consuming. And why not?
After all, their lives depend on it! Or so they think. Although all of us should strive to be physically
healthy, for many this is another way to ignore the inevitable.No wonder gym memberships
increase every year and non-GMO foods, vitamins, and this or that diet are the rage. This hope
in health care and lust for longer life drives much of human behavior. Jessica E. Brown put it well:
the fear of death is “strong enough to compel us to force kale down our throats, run sweatily on a
treadmill at 7am on a Monday morning, and show our genitals to a stranger with cold hands and
a white coat if we feel something’s a little off.”16 One recent health hope is parabiosis, where the
blood of 16- to 25-year-olds is transfused into older people. About this “vampire therapy,” cell
and molecular biologist at the University of California, Berkeley Michael Conboy says, “It just
reeks of snake oil.” But for many, that doesn’t matter because if there’s even the slightest chance
to defy death, they are going to take it.17Focusing on the thousands of more manageable health
threats creates craziness. Coffee is bad for you; coffee is good for you. Eggs are bad for you;
eggs are good for you. Many ate hockey puck-like bran biscuits to avoid colon cancer until the
American Cancer Society concluded that it made no difference. This contradictory craziness
showed up at a women’s retreat where Jean E. was salting her lunch. A 30-something woman at
her table warned that salt wasn’t good for her. Jean E. replied, “I have low blood pressure, so my
doctor told me to eat more salt.” Aghast, her tablemate exclaimed, “Don’t they have a drug they
could give you?!” It’s funny because salt is as natural as it gets, but she wasn’t laughing—she’d
been so propagandized that salt was bad, she believed an artificial combination of chemicals
must be healthier. People will do just about anything to squeeze a few months, or weeks, or even
days out of life here. Sadly, I knew of one hospitalized pastor who was hooked up to a ventilator.
He couldn’t talk or eat on his own, but he was adamant that every medical means be used to
keep him alive for just a few more days or hours. And that’s what happened: he lived a miserable
—and expensive—few more days. Thus the fear of death is the reason that health care costs
skyrocket.People place so much hope in diet and exercise to stave off death that when someone
is stricken with a serious disease, we often see Christians and non-Christians alike start blaming
the sickness on some unhealthy or unwise habit of the sufferer.18 People do this because they
desperately want to believe that if they live rightly, then tragedy won’t strike them.19 This is well
illustrated by a comic strip called Pearls Before Swine by Stephan Pastis. In one strip, we find
two of the main characters, Rat and Goat, talking. Goat mentions a friend named Fred who died
at age 42. Rat then quizzes Goat as to whether Fred was a heavy smoker or obese or used
drugs, but Goat says no to all. Then Rat, eyes bulging, gets in Goat’s face and says, “It can’t be



nothing, because nothing could happen to me! Meaning that fate is whimsical! That I, too, could
die anytime! Give me something about Fred that made him different than me!!” Goat offers, “He
collected stamps?” At that, Rat is calmed and says, “High-risk hobby. He was doomed.”20You
get the point. Many Christians desperately want to believe that when others suffer severely or die
slowly or suddenly, they deserved to suffer because they did something wrong. Years ago when I
was an associate pastor at a large church and Jean E. miscarried, a young woman told her, “We
know your miscarriage happened because you didn’t have enough faith.” A guy told her, “God
knew you wouldn’t be a good mother” (he later apologized for that nonsense). So much for
weeping with those who weep! This belief that some Christians suffer because they deserve it
comforts others who are desperate to believe that early death won’t strike them. Thus the Lord
allows some people who do everything right to suffer so that no one can be secure in this world.
When a famous apologist, who was a husband and father, died young from cancer, some
Christians said his death had damaged their faith. In response, I wrote on Facebook that his
death carried with it a major lesson for everyone: “You. Are. Not. Safe.” Do not think you are too
important to die at any time. You’re not! Our hope needs to be in the eternal life available through
Jesus.The dramatic increase in life expectancy confuses people. In the United States at the turn
of the twentieth century, the average life span was about 45 years. Now people are expected to
live up to 78.5 years.21 That has spurred an unwarranted optimism, when in truth, the
overwhelming majority of the increase is the result of a decrease in infant mortality. At the turn of
the twentieth century, about 10 to 15 percent of all children died before their first birthdays,
mostly from infectious diseases. But because of medical advances, today less than 1 percent of
children die before their first birthdays. Thus S. Jay Olshansky and Bruce A. Carnes point out in
their book The Quest for Immortality: Science at the Frontiers of Aging, “The rise in life
expectancy has slowed to a crawl.”22Another thing that confuses people is thinking that if we
could cure cancer, most of us would live many more years. Not true. In fact, Harvard
demographer Nathan Keyfitz (1913–2010) calculated that if researchers cured all forms of
cancer, people would live only a measly 2.265 years longer before they died of something else!
23 Unless science cures the majority of all diseases, as Stephen Cave writes, “Then the result is
not a utopia of strong-bodied demigods but a plethora of care homes and hospitals filled with the
depressed, the diseased and the incontinent old.”24 In that case, adds Cave, “it is not so much
about living longer but dying slower.”25Consider that many health gurus didn’t themselves see
the promise of a long life. In 1969, Lucille Roberts (1943–2003) opened New York’s first gym for
women and turned it into a health club empire. The New York Times reported that Roberts was
“a fitness fanatic who wouldn’t touch a French fry, much less smoke a cigarette,” but she died
from lung cancer at age 59.26 Nutrition author, natural foods advocate, and Grape-Nuts
spokesman Euell Gibbons (1911–75) died of an aneurysm at 64.27 Whole grains and cereals
advocate Adelle Davis (1904–74—my mother was a huge fan), author of Let’s Eat Right to Keep
Fit, preached the dangers of refined foods but died at 70 of bone cancer.28 Long-distance
runner Jim Fixx (1932–84), who advocated the health benefits of running, died of a heart attack



after a run at age 52.29 Daniel Rudman (1927–94), the first scientist to test the antiaging
properties of growth hormones, died at age 67 from a pulmonary embolism.30 Juice fasting
advocate Paavo Airola (1918–83), who argued against meat and fish consumption, was
president of the International Academy of Biological Medicine, and authored 14 books (two
became international bestsellers), died of a stroke at 64.31 Nathan Pritikin (1915–85),
charismatic exercise advocate and founder of the low-cholesterol Pritikin diet, committed suicide
by slashing his wrists in his hospital bed. Pritikin was 69 and dying of leukemia.32Diet promoter
Michel Montignac (1944–2010), whose diet was the basis for the South Beach diet, died of
prostate cancer at age 66.33 Robert E. Kowalski (1942–2007), author of many nutrition books—
including The NEW 8-Week Cholesterol Cure (which was on the New York Times bestseller list
for a remarkable 115 weeks) and 8 Steps to a Healthy Heart—died at the age of 65 from a
pulmonary embolism.34 Henry S. Lodge (1959–2017), coauthor of the bestselling Younger Next
Year: Live Strong, Fit, and Sexy—Until You’re 80 and Beyond, died of pancreatic cancer at 58.35
Jerome Rodale (1898–1971), founder of Prevention magazine, declared he would live to 100
unless he was killed by accident. But during a 1971 interview with Dick Cavett on the health and
longevity benefits of organic foods, the 72-year-old Rodale dropped dead of a heart attack
(needless to say, that episode never aired).36 International medical leader and Rockefeller
Foundation president John H. Knowles (1927–79) advocated a “doctrine of personal
responsibility” for one’s health. Knowles railed that “the cost of sloth, gluttony, alcoholic
intemperance, reckless driving, sexual frenzy, and smoking is now a national, not an individual
responsibility.”37 Nonetheless, Knowles died of pancreatic cancer at 52.38Fereidoun M.
Esfandiary, or FM-2030 (1930–2000, he legally changed his name to FM-2030—2030 would be
the date of his one-hundredth birthday), was an outspoken, lifelong vegetarian who wouldn’t eat
anything that had a mother. He was a futurist who thought “death was tyrannical… He wanted to
do away with death.”39 Like Benjamin Franklin, FM-2030 rued that he had been born too early: “I
am a 21st-century person who was accidentally born into the 20th,” he said. “I have a deep
nostalgia for the future.”40 But unlike Franklin, FM-2030 was optimistic that he wasn’t too early
for science to deny his death: “If you are around in 2010,” he told Larry King in a 1990 interview,
“there’s a very good chance you’ll be around in the year 2030 and if you are around in 2030
there’s an excellent chance you can coast to immortality—indefinite life spans.”41 But FM-2030
didn’t make it to 2010; he died of pancreatic cancer in 2000. His body is now submerged in liquid
nitrogen at the Alcor Life Extension Foundation in Scottsdale, Arizona. We’ll talk about cryonics
shortly.I imagine some readers are thinking that all of these health gurus did something wrong:
they must not have eaten quite right, they must have eaten something quite wrong, or their
exercise regimen wasn’t quite right. Like Rat, we chase something—anything—so we can
reassure ourselves that an early death won’t happen to us. Perhaps some are thinking, “Yes, but
medical science has advanced so far since most of these people died so this won’t happen to
me.” But even if our diet does help us live a little longer, we could still die at any time. My point
isn’t that their diets or exercise didn’t help them—they may even have added to their longevity—



but that they died anyway. I’m not suggesting we shouldn’t eat healthy foods (whatever that
means to you) or exercise—we should. But do not put confidence in the flesh, because until the
Lord returns, diet and exercise may let us live a little longer, or live a little healthier, but we’re all
going to die.42Or are we?Transhumanists say we don’t have to.TranshumanismTwo weeks after
17-year-old Mary’s baby died, she wrote in her diary, “Dream that my little baby came to life
again; that it had only been cold, and that we rubbed it before the fire and it lived. Awake and find
no baby. I think about the little thing all day. Not in good spirits.”43 Mary’s own mother died of an
infection a few days after giving birth to Mary, so death haunted her. At the time Mary lost her
child, demonstrations of the power of galvanism were popular. Galvanism, named after scientist
Luigi Galvani (1737–98), was the process of giving electric shocks to parts of a dead body that
resulted in the muscles contracting. One such experiment on an executed murderer brought this
result: “On the first application of the process to the face, the jaws of the deceased criminal
began to quiver, and the adjoining muscles were horribly contorted, and one eye was actually
opened. In the subsequent part of the process the right hand was raised and clenched, and the
legs and thighs were set in motion.” Some feared “that the wretched man was on the eve of
being restored to life.”44About galvanism, Mary wondered, “Perhaps a corpse would be
reanimated; galvanism had given token of such things: perhaps the component parts of a
creature might be manufactured, brought together, and endued with vital warmth.”45 Mary
wasn’t a scientist, but she turned out to be a good writer. In 1818, at age 21, Mary Shelley (1797–
1851) published the book that would make her famous: Frankenstein.Since Frankenstein,
science fiction has been abuzz with genetically altered humans, or transhumans. Some of them
possess terrific powers, and some of them are even immortal. This is seen in movies such as
Spiderman, Captain America, X-Men, Limitless, Lucy, and so on. But many now argue that
immortality isn’t just science fiction because science is now on the brink of bestowing true
immortality through transhumanism (often represented as H+, as in “human plus”). The basic
idea is simple: If unguided, random matter—via natural selection—is capable of evolving
humans into the marvelous beings that we are, then what happens if we humans use our
intelligence to take the chance out of natural selection by modifying our DNA? Those who think
this sometimes call it “unnatural selection.”46EnthusiastsTech executives are betting on it: the
founders of PayPal, Google, Facebook, eBay, Napster, and Netscape are spending hundreds of
millions to defeat death entirely—or at least to radically increase human longevity. Oracle
cofounder Larry Ellison has donated more than $430 million to antiaging research.47 In Mike
Wilson’s biography of Ellison, The Difference Between God and Larry Ellison*: Inside the Oracle
Corporation (*God Doesn’t Think He’s Larry Ellison), Wilson recounts that Ellison told him,
“Death has never made any sense to me. How can a person be there and then just vanish, just
not be there?” Then Ellison added, “Death makes me very angry. Premature death makes me
angrier still.”48 Similarly, Alphabet CEO Larry Page started Calico (short for California Life
Company) with an investment of up to $750 million from Google for the purpose of life-extension
research.49 Tech investor Peter Theil writes, “I stand against confiscatory taxes, totalitarian



collectives, and the ideology of the inevitability of the death of every individual.”50Once we get
this all figured out, we’ll be able to “reverse aging,” writes Ray Kurzweil. This will be
accomplished through biotechnology “methods such as RNA interference for turning off
destructive genes, gene therapy for changing your genetic code, therapeutic cloning for
regenerating your cells and tissues, smart drugs to reprogram your metabolic pathways, and
many other emerging techniques.” If that doesn’t do it, “whatever biotechnology doesn’t get
around to accomplishing, we’ll have the means to do with nanotechnology.”51 Kurzweil explains
thatnanobots will be able to travel through the bloodstream, then go in and around our cells and
perform various services, such as removing toxins, sweeping out debris, correcting DNA errors,
repairing and restoring cell membranes, reversing atherosclerosis, modifying the levels of
hormones, neurotransmitters, and other metabolic chemicals, and a myriad of other tasks. For
each aging process, we can describe a means for nanobots to reverse the process, down to the
level of individual cells, cell components, and molecules.52Of course, we’re not even remotely
close to accomplishing these things, but that’s why Kurzweil’s book is entitled The Singularity Is
Near. The singularity will save us. We’ll talk more about the singularity shortly.Brain
UploadingAnother way we could live forever is through brain uploading or mind uploading—also
known as “whole brain emulation.” Brain uploading is a kind of transhumanism in which the mind
—a collection of memories, personality, mental state, and attributes of a specific individual—is
transferred from its original biological brain to a computer. If you could upload your
consciousness into a computer, then you could load yourself into a new body or a digital avatar.
You could be She-Ra or the Hunk-Ra, and if those names are already taken (and they are), don’t
worry; there are avatar name generators to help you.Sci-Fi Brain UploadingBrain uploading is
illustrated in many movies, such as Transcendence (2014), Self/less (2015), and Avatar
(2009).53 Brain uploading was even in an episode of The Simpsons, in which Homer’s antics
result in his death. But to the relief of everyone, we learn at Homer’s funeral that he has been
cloned by Professor Frink. This encourages the brain-uploaded and cloned Homer to be ever
more careless, since he knows he can come back to life. But after 30 years of Homer dying and
coming back as a clone, Frink announces at Homer’s umpteenth funeral that he has run out of
clones. All is not lost, however, because Frick had uploaded Homer onto a flash drive, which is
ultimately uploaded into Marge’s home entertainment system.54 The episode is hilarious until
Homer only exists in digital form. From then on, the episode is sad, and ultimately, because she
misses being with Homer, Marge electrocutes herself so she can be uploaded and join him
forever in the flash drive.The Not-Kidding Proponents of Brain UploadingFor some, brain
uploading isn’t science fiction; it’s achievable science. This belief is enabled by the philosophy of
materialism, which states that humans are no more than material stuff—that is, humans don’t
have souls; we are only molecules in motion. Brain uploaders argue that because humans are
no more than molecules, there’s no reason the synapses of our brains can’t be replicated with
components and circuitry that are yet to be invented. When these electronic whizbangs are
created, brain uploaders believe there’s no reason a computer, which is also just material stuff,



can’t become a vessel into which a person can upload their consciousness.Once we are able to
upload our consciousnesses, we could then be avatars in a computer world or we could
download our consciousnesses into a different body or into a robot. As Kurzweil puts it, “We will
have plenty of options for twenty-first-century bodies for both nonbiological humans and
biological humans who avail themselves of extensions to our intelligence. The human body
version 2.0 will include virtual bodies in completely realistic virtual environments,
nanotechnologybased physical bodies, and more.”55 Futurologist Ian Pearson predicts that
“realistically by 2050 we would expect to be able to download your mind into a machine, so
when you die it’s not a major career problem.”56One brain-uploading true believer is David J.
Chalmers, a professor of philosophy and neural science at New York University and codirector of
the Center for Mind, Brain, and Consciousness. Chalmers writes that there are two views of
brain uploading: “Suppose that I can upload my brain into a computer? Will the result be me? On
the optimistic view of uploading, the upload will be the same person as the original. On the
pessimistic view of uploading, the upload will not be the same person as the original.”57 Let’s
examine the pessimistic view first.Pessimistic ViewIn this pessimistic view, if you uploaded your
brain to a computer, it would not be you. Chalmers uses identical twins as an example. Let’s
suppose you have a “perfect identical twin whose brain and body are molecule-for-molecule
duplicates.” Let’s suppose your parents raised you in every way identically to each other (I know
that’s not possible in real life, but this is a thought experiment). Your mother breastfed you and
your twin at exactly the same time and even regularly switched breasts in case that made any
difference. You were given exactly the same toys. You went to the same classes and sat side by
side and even switched sides regularly. If you had such a twin, then she would be “qualitatively
identical” to you, but she wouldn’t be “numerically identical” to you—she would not be you. As
Chalmers puts it, “If you kill the twin, I will survive. If you kill me (that is, if you destroy this
system) and preserve the twin, I will die. The survival of the twin might be some consolation to
me, but from a self-interested point of view this outcome seems much worse than the
alternative.”58 Therefore, in this scenario, if you die, the fact that an identical consciousness to
yours still exists doesn’t change the fact that you’re still dead—your twin might enjoy a grande,
quad, nonfat, one-pump, no-whip mocha, but you will never experience that again.59 Thus I’m
not going to spend any more time on the pessimistic view of brain uploading because it doesn’t
offer literal immortality.60Optimistic ViewBut Chalmers and a host of others hold to the optimistic
view of brain uploading: you can upload your consciousness into a computer and it will still be
you. Some of those who believe this are giddy at the prospect of an electronic immortality. One
such giddy fellow is philosopher Mark Walker, who writes in the Journal of Evolution and
Technology, “If one is uploaded to a computer, then it seems that it would be a relatively routine
matter to enhance one’s memory or cognition: just add more computer memory or processing
power. The sky is literally the limit here.” He enthuses, “In short, and without too much hyperbole,
those who upload may well be on their way to godhood.”61 Throughout the ages, we humans
have made our own gods, but now some think we can make ourselves gods.But how could you



possibly upload your consciousness onto a computer? One popular explanation is gradual
uploading.62 Chalmers explains,Suppose that 1% of Dave’s brain is replaced by a functionally
isomorphic [similar in form and structure] silicon circuit. Next suppose that another 1% is
replaced, and another 1%. We can continue the process for 100 months, after which a wholly
uploaded system will result. We can suppose that functional isomorphism preserves
consciousness, so that the system has the same sort of conscious states
throughout.63Chalmers believes this gradual uploading is the “safest” way to upload your brain,
and he is “reasonably confident that gradual uploading is a form of survival.” Thus Chalmers
writes, “So if at some point in the future I am faced with the choice between uploading and
continuing in an increasingly slow biological embodiment, then as long as I have the option of
gradual uploading, I will be happy to do so. Unfortunately, I may not have that option. It may be
that gradual uploading technology will not be available in my lifetime.”64 Or any lifetime!Science
Isn’t Even CloseBrain uploading won’t be available in Chalmers’s lifetime because the computer
into which the brain is uploaded must have circuitry that is identical to the connections one finds
in a human brain. Your brain needs to be mapped neuron by neuron and then replicated neuron
by neuron along with the other relevant components. Chalmers writes about three ways of doing
this, and I think you’ll see why this won’t be happening anytime soon.Destructive UploadingThe
first way is “destructive uploading,” in which the brain is frozen and then analyzed “layer by layer”
until all the “neurons and other relevant components” are mapped. Then all this information is
loaded into a “computer model that includes an accurate simulation of neural behavior and
dynamics.” Chalmers says, “The result might be an emulation of the original brain.”65Gradual
UploadingThen comes “gradual uploading,” and I need to quote everything Chalmers says about
it so you’ll appreciate its complexity. He begins, “The most widely discussed method is that of
nanotransfer”:Here one or more nanotechnology devices (perhaps tiny robots) are inserted into
the brain and attach themselves to a single neuron. Each device learns to simulate the behavior
of the associated neuron and also learns about its connectivity. Once it simulates the neuron’s
behavior well enough, it takes the place of the original neuron, perhaps leaving receptors and
effectors in place and offloading the relevant processing to a computer via radiotransmitters. It
then moves to other neurons and repeats the procedure, until eventually every neuron has been
replaced by an emulation, and perhaps all processing has been offloaded to a computer.66The
trouble is, this is also a destructive method. You wouldn’t survive it except—if it worked—as
consciousness in a machine, but it’s not clear if it would be your consciousness.Nondestructive
UploadingBut all is not lost. There is “nondestructive uploading: The nanotransfer method might
in principle be used in a nondestructive form. The holy grail here is some sort of noninvasive
method of brain imaging, analogous to functional magnetic resonance imaging but with fine
enough grain that neural and synaptic dynamics can be recorded.” But, writes Chalmers, “no
such technology is currently on the horizon, but imaging technology is an area of rapid
progress.”67 In other words, science isn’t close to replicating your brain—much less to making
circuitry conscious.In fact, we can’t even make artificial intelligence (AI) that acts like a person.



Stanford University neuroscientist and HBO’s Westworld advisor David Eagleman explains,AI is
not any good at the sort of broad intelligence that, for example, a 3-year-old has. A 3-year-old
can do things like pick up a dish from the sink and put it in the dishwasher and communicate
with people and manipulate people and navigate a complex room without falling down or running
into the furniture—all kinds of things that AI really stinks at currently. We are not really close to
having AI that seems like a human.68Eagleman says computers lack the “broad intelligence” of
even a three-year-old. The problem is that humans possess a type of intelligence that is foreign
to computers. Philosopher and strong AI detractor Hubert L. Dreyfus (1929–2017), in his book
What Computers Still Can’t Do: A Critique of Artificial Reason, points out “that metaphors like
‘Sally is a block of ice’ could not be analyzed by listing features that Sally and a large, cold cube
have in common.”69 If you said that phrase to most humans, they would immediately understand
your low opinion of Sally, but a computer would have no idea. Philosopher John R. Searle gives
another example: “‘Juliet is the sun,’ does not mean ‘Juliet is for the most part gaseous,’ or ‘Juliet
is 90 million miles from earth,’ both of which properties are salient and well-known features of the
sun.”70 Artificial intelligence scientist Erik J. Larson points out that children know “when Barack
Obama is in Washington, his left foot is also in Washington,” but a computer wouldn’t know that
without being instructed. Larson says, “Simple knowledge like this seemed endless; even worse,
the bits and pieces that became relevant kept changing, depending on context.” Larson also
gives the now famous example by mathematician Yehoshua Bar-Hillel (1915–75): “Little John
was looking for his toy box. Finally he found it. The box was in the pen. John was very happy.”
Larson writes that the basic problem regards the question “What meaning do we assign to the
English word ‘pen’?”As Bar-Hillel explains, there are at least two candidates: (1) a certain writing
utensil or (2) an enclosure where small children can play. But the difference between these
definitions matters, of course, because one object has to “fit” into the other in the example. Can
little John’s toy box fit in a writing utensil? Well, no. A person can see what’s meant—an
enclosure—but our appreciation of word meaning is the very deficit of automated systems.
Since the computer has no actual knowledge of the relative sizes of objects, it can’t decipher the
correct meaning and gets stuck (or produces the wrong answer). Relying only on shallow
statistical facts about the words in the sentences, it lacks this deeper understanding. And
without it, how is it to properly translate Bar-Hillel’s example and countless other sentences in
natural language?71Problems like this are endless because new things are always being
created, already created things often change, and the terms we use to describe things are
constantly in flux.The Wiring ProblemThe problem with producing a brain, writes Eagleman, is
that “there are almost a hundred billion neurons—those are the specialized cell types in the brain
—and each one of those has about 10,000 connections to its neighbor. So there are almost a
thousand trillion connections in the brain and we just haven’t figured out all the secrets to it
yet.”72 So we haven’t figured out the “secrets” to “a thousand trillion connections” of our
“hundred billion neurons.” Strong AI proponents say they will one day emulate the brain on a
computer, but that’s not the same thing as making a brain. Searle explains,The computational



emulation of the brain is like a computational emulation of the stomach: we could do a perfect
emulation of the stomach cell by cell, but such emulations produce models or pictures and not
the real thing. Scientists have made artificial hearts that work but they do not produce them by
computer simulation; they may one day produce an artificial stomach, but this too would not be
such an emulation. Even with a perfect computer emulation of the stomach, you cannot then
stuff a pizza into the computer and expect the computer to digest it. Cell-by-cell computer
emulation of the stomach is to real digestive processes as cell-by-cell emulation of the brain is to
real cognitive processes. But do not mistake the simulation (or emulation) for the real thing. It
would be helpful to those trying to construct the real thing but far from an actual stomach.73But
we haven’t even figured out how a brain with only 302 neurons works. McGill University
neuroscientist Michael Hendricks writes in the MIT Technology Review,I study a small
roundworm, Caenorhabditis elegans, which is by far the best-described animal in all of biology.
We know all of its genes and all of its cells (a little over 1,000). We know the identity and
complete synaptic connectivity of its 302 neurons, and we have known it for 30 years. If we could
“upload” or roughly simulate any brain, it should be that of C. elegans. Yet even with the full
connectome in hand, a static model of this network of connections lacks most of the information
necessary to simulate the mind of the worm. In short, brain activity cannot be inferred from
synaptic neuroanatomy.74We can’t even replicate a 302-neuron worm brain!The Harvard-
educated MIT neuroscientist Sebastian Seung explains that the “bottleneck” for reproducing a
brain involves “analysing the images.” Seung says, “Suppose we can image a cubic millimetre of
brain in two weeks. To trace the neurons through those images manually we estimate would take
100,000 years. For one cubic millimetre. The challenge is to speed up that process. One of the
ways is to automate the process. But artificial intelligence (AI) is not perfect. It can speed people
up, but it can’t replace them. Even if AI does 99% of the work, that would only reduce 100,000
years to 1,000 years.”75 In other words, unless something changes drastically, they wouldn’t be
able to map anyone’s brain within the lifetimes of those who are reading this.Of course, because
of the naturalist’s philosophical commitment to materialism—a commitment that has nothing to
do with science—naturalists go on whistling in the grim reaper’s shadow, believing that one day,
science will figure how to replicate a brain. But those who seek literal immortality have a last,
best hope: the Singularity.The SingularityThose who hope for transhuman immortality (again,
brain uploading is a type of transhumanism) recognize they aren’t even close to having the
computer power necessary to save them, but they trust in a coming superintelligence they call
the Singularity. Cue the angels! But seriously, I’m not exaggerating: for many, the Singularity is
their savior (or maybe their destroyer, or enslaver, or puppet master—we’ll talk more about this
shortly). Ray Kurzweil explains the Singularity: “It’s a future period during which the pace of
technological change will be so rapid, its impact so deep, that human life will be irreversibly
transformed.”76 Kurzweil and others believe that computers will soon be smarter than people,
and when that happens, these computers will exponentially start improving themselves.77 And
when that happens—yee-haw!—computers will help humans transcend biology. In the movie



Transcendence (2014), scientist Will Caster (Johnny Depp)—who, among others, is trying to
make a self-aware computer—is asked by an audience member, “So you want to create a god?
Your own god?” Will replies, “Isn’t that what man has always done?” Indeed it is!
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Erik Manning, “Get free from the dread of death. I could not put this book down. I will read this
book again and again. With all the fear that is running rampant in the world with the COVID-19
situation this could not be more timely. This is more than just a work of Christian apologetics or
Christian philosophy, there is a lot of pastoral help to be found here. As believers, we need to
have a more robust view of the life to come, and Jones helps us get a better understanding of
why even Christians can fear death and why they should absolutely not in the last 2
chapters.The chapters on symbolic and literal immortality projects were absolutely fascinating.
The lengths people go to avoid death and the irrational hopes they place in nutrition, science or
technology (transhumanism) are just so often futile and based in blind faith.I could identify with
the symbolic immortality projects Jones mentions in the book because it what drives people to
do so many different things to 'stand out'. Everything from "dying for the gram" to just trying to
perpetuate your name through your children ends up futile, it all will eventually be forgotten as
Jones shows. I know that it revealed to me that I've been guilty of pursuing these symbolic
immortality projects in several different ways even as a Christian out of the fear of death without
realizing it. This book helped me put a finger on them and why they are a source of personal
anxiety.Jones also does a masterful job demolishing atheist objections to the afterlife and their
alleged fearlessness of their eventual death and shows that they are really not being honest with
themselves. He also shows that the resurrection is historical and gives us an objective reason to
believe Christianity is a true immortality project that isn't man made.I'd say the best outcome of
the book for me is that it helped me see personally more clearly that as Christians, we have a
great hope and we don't need to be afraid of death. So therefore we shouldn't be in love with this
present world but pursuing works that can follow us. There isn't much time to waste!And I saw
that the fear of death plagues people more than people realize, as Jones illustrates through so
much of the philosophical and psychological literature, and just from our own culture's
influencers. It is more recognizable to me now, which gives me a greater compassion for those
who don't share my hope and a greater desire to tell them about what Jesus offers.”

S. Peek, “An Important Contribution. 'Immortal' by Dr. Clay Jones is very good book that should
be read by all.The author goes through the almost universal fear of death that grips our world.
This has been very apparent since the COVID pandemic began. It has been around forever; it
has just been front and center more recently.This book looks at the literal immortality projects
like cryonics and transhumanism that have been the focus of so many lately. It also explores
symbolic immortality projects such as living through our children, being a celebrity, activism of
various sorts, as well as the bizarre, but all too frequently occurring instances of infamy (serial
killers, school shooters, etc.).In addition to these types of futile efforts to achieve immortality,
Jones also does a solid job of going through the evidence for the resurrection for Jesus and it's
implications for those who put their trust in Him. Building on that, he concludes with the last two



chapters on , 'Living the High Life - Enjoying True Immortality' and 'Our Heart's Desire - Glorious
Immortality.' These are the best parts of the book in my opinion.One of Dr. Jones profound
insights deals with the purpose for suffering: "Thus the Lord in His kindness allows us to suffer
specifically so that we will not cling to this present world and that our faith will be purified of all
the literal and symbolic immortality projects - otherwise known as gods or idols - upon which we
so easily depend."Another important point is one that he shares from noted apologist Os
Guiness when he talks about legacy being "a secular idea and that Christians should only desire
to hear God say, 'Well done, my good and faithful servant.'"Dr. Jones also makes some very
important points about the meaningless types of things that so many Christians get wrapped up
in such as, 'academic accolades, audience size, book sales, blog visitors, Twitter followers,
Facebook friends, and so on' and reminds us that we should simply be striving 'to please the
Audience of One.'This is really a terrific book.  Highly recommended.”
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